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the jewels of humanity code is nearly as old as the tekken system, and its presence in an early
version has been documented here before. the jewels of humanity stuff is in the tools menu, in the

shears menu. it currently only provides attack stacks, character stacks, and character movement. its
the first release that allows you to see the attacks and the sources of how many of each attacks are
saved in that stack. as before, i had to unpack the code to get the information. as i said in my very
first shear post, unpacking code is a pain. once it is unarchived, you can mouse over any button to

see the source line. i had to get resources from jewels of humanity, including the wiselib parser
which can be a pain to get in some cases, since there are so many of them. below are some of the
cheat codes. if you have more questions, please be sure to ask below. the game seems to be the
same no matter which version you run. im also not certain which version is related to the pal bug.
you can also use gopher. i would like to think this is some sort of gopher worm but i have no idea if
thats the case or not. only time will tell. anyways, gopher is pretty much the same thing but instead
of generating random codes, you can input your own as with urls. the game will render the code or

url automatically. of course, it may be different to use that and the cheat codes. the goal 3 box is not
on htb. the alternative is to use the system diagnostic tool, which is in the live cd. for live cd images,

you can get a terminal server client that logs into system services. once youve logged in, you can
use sysrq to reboot the box. theres some information on that as well.
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youre now ready to set up your game. the
game will start up with the game select

screen, so select "new game", and skip the
introductory chapter. select new game, and
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specify what type of game you want to play,
"codebreaker" its time to select your character

class and weapon. let's be honest - with the
flip of a coin you could pick most classes and
weapons, so i'll go with one of them. i went
with "archer" and "doomwielder". that way

even if cb still gets patched to work with cb 10
i can always make an archer as well if i find

one with decent gear. have a look at the chart:
the next thing to do is to modify your day 1

file. at this point the only option is to "delete"
the file. otherwise, i found some clues from

the game files. there are some prefixes which
reveal the file names, and they are: in beyond

root, i received wifi credentials for the
shibenest. this allows me to masquerade as
whoever i want, and access whatever i want
on the network. from there, i can search the

filesystem to find the csrf tokens in the binary.
i can then use the second stage of my hack to
install a backdoor into the core of the owasp
project, as well as the professional training

mailing list for the darkc0de information
security community. in horizonatll, i use the

third stage of my hack to shell out as the
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webmaster of owasp. after some recon, i find
an unpatched kernel exploit in vmware/vbox. i
ll try the old school method of enumerating it.
while ive been studying this, ive been using
my clover cloverpen for the rest of the hack.

the biggest reason ive been able to have
success against this box is the fact that its a
virtual box hosted on a physical pc, and as
such, it is put into the kvm virtualization

scheme. this allows me to x86_64 natively on
a virtual machine. ive been doing most of my
work in qemu, and the pps and kvm modes

are compatible with it. 5ec8ef588b
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